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The paper is devoted to integral inequalities for fractional derivatives within the
weighted L2 setting. We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the operator
(&2)* in Rn, 0<*<n2, to possess the weighted positivity property where the
weight is the fundamental solution of the operator. The best constants in a two
parameter family of HardyRellich type inequalities are found. Some other related
inequalities are studied.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study inequalities between various quadratic forms such
as
|
Rn
((&2)* u) u |x| + dx, (1)
|
Rn
((&2)* u) {u } x |x|+ dx, (2)
|
Rn
((&2)*2 u)2 |x| + dx. (3)
Our first goal is to characterize a weighted positivity property of (&2)*,
0<*<n2, where the weight is the fundamental solution of this operator.
We show in Section 4 that the Maz’ya type inequality
|
Rn
((&2)* u) u |x|2*&n dx>0, 0{u # C 0 (R
n), u real (4)
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is true if and only if
(n2&*)+(*)(n2)+(1), (5)
where =1 $1 denotes the psi-function (1 is the gamma-function).
Moreover if the inequality in (5) is strict, we may include various positive
quadratic forms on the right of (4). The latter case is the instance we refer
to as the weighted positivity. If n7, then condition (5) is satisfied for
all * # (0, n2), while for n8 it holds precisely when * # (0, *] _
[n2&*n , n2), where *n are certain numbers satisfying 2>*nz1, as n&.
A weaker result of this type was obtained in [3]. Before that, the situation
was known for integer *; see Maz’ya [6]. It is worth mentioning that the
weighted positivity property of an operator leads to precise results about
the continuity at the boundary of an arbitrary domain of the solution to
the Dirichlet problem for the operator (see [3, 6, 7]).
Our next objective is to study the inequality
&|
Rn
((&2)* u) {u } x |x|2*&n dx>0, 0{u # C 0 (R
n), u real. (6)
It is known that the solution of Dirichlet’s problem for the polyharmonic
equation is continuous at the vertex of a conic domain if this operator
satisfies the inequality. (See the book [5] for references.) We show in
Section 5 that (6) holds for all * # (0, 2] _ [n2&2, n2) but not for
* # (2+=, n2&2&=), if =>0 is given and n is large. We also provide the
exact condition, but this cannot be written as simply as (5).
Let us mention a curious example about the properties of these types of
inequalities. For *=2 and u as above, the inequality
|
Rn
(22u) u |x|4&n dx>0
holds for n=5, 6, 7 but not for n8. In contrast, the seemingly similar
one,
|
Rn
22{u } {u |x|4&n dx>0
holds for n=5, 6, ..., 13 but not for n14. The proof of this is included in
Section 4.
In the final section we find the best constant in the HardyRellich type
inequality,
|
Rn
u2 |x| +&2* dxC |
Rn
((&2)*2 u)2 |x| + dx, (7)
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where *>0 and *&(n++)2, (+&n)2  N and where u is a sufficiently
good function (for example, a real function in the Schwartz class such that
the functions u, u^, and (&2)*2 u together with all their partial derivatives
vanish at the origin). The case +=0 was treated by Yafaev in [12] with
a different method. We note that the introduction of the parameter + gives
rise to complications in the calculation of C. This is briefly discussed in the
remark at the end of the section.
We prove that the optimal C is given by
C=2&2* max
j= j0 , j0+1 \
1((n++)4+( j&*)2) 1((n&+)4)+ j2
1((n&+)4+( j+*)2) 1((n++)4+ j2)+
2
, (8)
where j0 is the smallest non-negative integer satisfying +(+&2*)
(n+2 j0)2, when n2 and j0=0 if n=1. The occurring number j in the
maximum is the degree of the spherical harmonic function Sj that has to
be used for a ‘‘maximizing’’ sequence of functions of the form
u(x)= f ( |x| ) Sj (x$), where x$=x|x|. (9)
Hardy and HardyRellich type inequalities have been extensively studied
in the literature. We refer to [2] for a review focusing on best constants.
See also for example [4] and [10]. The new instance in [12] is the case
*>n2. In this situation one can no longer always use radial functions for
the maximizing sequence. Indeed, as Yafaev noted, if *&n2 is close to an
odd positive number the spherical harmonic function must have degree 1
(this can be seen directly in (8) after inserting +=0). In our situation the
degree may have to be arbitrarily high.
Let us now give a brief description of our approach for dealing with
these and other fractional integrals. The starting point is to consider dual
forms acting on the Fourier transform of u. Thus Parseval’s formula shows
that the form (1) corresponds to
||
R2n
|x| 2*
|x& y|n&+
f (x) f ( y) dx dy, (10)
when f =u^ is sufficiently good and +>0. Expressing f as a sum of terms
of the type
|x|&n f j (log |x| ) S j (x$),
the forms become ‘‘diagonalized.’’ By this we mean that they break down
into a sum of integrals,
|

&
8j (!) | f j@(&i’+!)| 2 d!,
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where fj@ is the one-dimensional FourierLaplace transform of fj and &2’
is the degree of homogeneity of the kernel. This process of diagonalizing
involves using properties of the Gegenbauer polynomials. We note that this
diagonalization method was used by the present author in [3]. However,
here it is considerably more general and refined.
In some cases, the diagonalization will also produce some terms contain-
ing the fj@’s evaluated at distinct purely imaginary points. These terms
correspond to a quadratic form of (fractional) derivatives of the original
function u at the point 0.
The 8j corresponding to (10) is (up to a constant factor) equal to the
expression
1((n++)4+*2+z) 1((n++)4&*2+z )
1((n&+)4+*2+z) 1((n&+)4&*2+z )
, z=
j+i!
2
.
The diagonalization shows that proving an inequality between the quad-
ratic forms only amounts to comparing (usually the real part of) the
corresponding 8j ’s. As this is mostly not trivial, a substantial part of this
paper is devoted to dealing with expressions of this type.
The basic facts about the diagonalization are obtained in Section 3. The
results in this section provide a starting point for the study of many other
inequalities not considered here.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Concerning all facts about special functions, we refer to [1].
Throughout the paper we will only work with good functions. Let
S=S(Rn) be the Schwartz class of complex valued functions. Let L be
the Lizorkin class of functions in S with all moments equal to 0 and L
the space of Fourier transforms of these functions, that is
L=[u # S : :u^(0)=0, |:| # N], L =[u^: u # L].
Here, : is a multi-index, N=[0, 1, ...], and
u^(!)=| e&ix } !u(x) dx.
Whenever we omit writing out the domain of integration, we mean integra-
tion over Rn. The FourierLaplace transform u^(!) with a complex ! will be
used only in R1 in cases where the integral is absolutely convergent.
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For + # R and u a sufficiently good function (like u # S if +>&n2,
u # L otherwise), we define (&2)+ by
((&2)+ u) 7 (!)=|!|2+ u^(!).
Notice that (&2)+ is bijective on L.
We define the l th order gradient by {l u=[(l !: !)12 :u] |:|=l .
The gamma-function 1 is analytic in the complex plane, except for
simple poles at 0, &1, ... . We write |1(&m)|= when m # N. The asymptotic
formula
1(:+z)1(;+z)=z:&; (1+O(1|z| )), |z|  , (11)
for :, ; # R and |arg (z)|<?, will be useful. We denote (*)m=1(*+m)1(*).
The psi-function is defined by =1 $1. When working with this
function, we will only need the formula
(z)&(w)= :

m=0 \
1
m+w
&
1
m+z+ . (12)
We define power weights
1* (x)=c* |x|2*&n, with c*=2&2*?&n21(n2&*) 1(*)&1.
For * # &N, we interpret c*=0. If x{0, the function * [ 1* (x) is analytic
except for simple poles at n2+N. If 0<*<n2, we have 1*@(x)=|x|&2* in
the sense of distributions.
Let [Sj, k]dn, jk=1 be an orthogonal base (with respect to the scalar product
in L2(Sn&1)) of spherical harmonic functions of degree j. Then,
\n+ j&1j +&\
n+ j&3
j&2 + , j2,
dn, j={n, j=1,
1, j=0.
In case of R1, dn, j=0 for j2 and we only define the two functions:
S0, 1 (1)=S0, 1 (&1)=S1, 1 (1)=&S1, 1 (&1)=1- 2.
Sj will mean any normalized spherical harmonic function of degree j. We
write Sj (x)=|x| j S j (x$), where x=|x| x$. Let |n&1=2?n21(n2) denote
the area of Sn&1.
The letter c denotes a finite positive constant, whose value we allow to
change within a series of inequalities.
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3. DIAGONALIZATION
This section contains the basic facts about the diagonalization of quad-
ratic forms like those in the Introduction.
Let _, {, ’ # R, #=l+s, where l # N and 0s1. We put *=
_+{+#+’, and assume throughout this section that *<n2. We define
the quadratic form
I _, {, #’ ( f )=||
|x|2_ | y|2{ (2x } y) l ( |x|2s+| y|2s&|x& y|2s)
|x& y| 2*
_f (x) f ( y) dx dy,
where f is a sufficiently good function. By changing the function f, one of
the parameters _, {, ’ may be regarded as redundant, but it will be con-
venient to include all of them. For simplicity we assume that f # S if the
above kernel belongs to L1loc (R
2n) and f # L otherwise. Then the double-
integral will be always absolutely convergent.
The following lemma can be proved by assuming {_, integrating the
modulus of the kernel over the set [ | y||x|1], and changing variables
according to x=rx$, y=try$.
Lemma 1. The kernel of I _, {, #’ belongs to L
1
loc (R
2n) if and only if ’<n
and 2 min(_, {)+1+min(1, 2s)> &n.
We shall use the following decomposition of f,
f (x)=|x|&n :

j=0
:
dn, j
k=1
f j, k (log |x| ) S j, k (x$), x=|x| x$, (13)
where the functions S j, k are described in the previous section. In the case
n=1, this is just a decomposition into even and odd parts. In the remain-
der of the paper, we write the double sum as j, k .
We collect same basic facts about the functions fj, k in the following
lemma. As the statements are easily checked we omit the proof.
Lemma 2. Let f be decomposed as above. If f # S then fj, k@ is analytic
above the line t&in, t # R in the complex plane. If f # L then f j, k@ is entire.
The following holds when the fj, k@ are addressed in the appropriate region
as above:
(i) The function ! [ fj, k@ (!+i+) belongs to S.
(ii) The transformation f [ |x|+ f corresponds to fj, k@ (!) [ fj, k@ (!+i+).
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(iii) (&2)+2 Sj, k () f (0)=i j f j, k@ (i(++ j)).
(iv) |x|+ f # L iff fj, k@ (i(++k+2m))=0, for m=0, 1, ... .
In order to diagonalize the form I _, {, #’ we need to introduce functions
8_, {, #’, j and functionals Q
_, {, #
’, j . For each of these we again associate the
number _+{+#+’<n2.
First define
8_, {, 00, j (!)=
|n&1
2
:

m=0
a*j, m \ 1_+m+z+
1
{+m+z + ,
z=
j+i!
2
, (14)
where a*j, m=(*) j+m (*+1&n2)m(n2) j+m m!. These coefficients behave
like a*j, m=O(m
2*&n) for large m, so the restriction on * guarantees that the
series converges uniformly in !. By formula 1.4(3) in [1, vol. 1] this can be
written in a closed form,
8_, {, 00, j (!)=
?222*c*1(_+z) 1({+z )
1(n2&{+z) 1(n2&_+z )
. (15)
Both (14) and (15) will be useful in the following.
We extend the definition by means of the formulas
8_, {, 0’, j =8
_+’2, {+’2, 0
0, j , (16)
8_, {, l+s’, j =8
_+s, {, l
’, j +8
_, {+s, l
’, j &8
_, {, l
’, j , 0s1. (17)
From (11) and the recursion formula (17), we obtain the asymptotic
formula
8_, {, #’, j (!)=2
l+WsX+2*c*?n |z|2*&n (1+o(1)), |z|  , (18)
where WsX is the smallest integer greater than or equal to s and where
o(1)  0 when |z|  .
Let us interpret Re 8_, {, #’, j (0) as lim!  0 Re 8
_, {, #
’, j (!). Then all Re 8
become continuous as functions of !, as is seen in (14).
We proceed now with the definition of the Q’s. First introduce the
auxiliary quantity
Q_, {j (,)=
|n&1
2
:

m=0
(1&sgn(bm)) a*j, m,(ibm) ,(&ibm),
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where bm=2(_+m)+ j. Next we define
Q_, {, 00, j (,)=Q
_, {
j (,)+Q
{, _
j (,). (19)
Finally we extend the definition in exactly the same manner as was done
with the functions 8.
If #>0, some terms in the Q will cancel (see Lemma 4). This is essential
in the next lemma when we apply it to functions that are less regular than
the definition may suggest is needed.
Let us finally introduce
Q_, {, #’ ( f )=:
j, k
Q_, {, #’, j (T i’ f j, k@ ), (20)
R_, {, #’ ( f )=
1
2?
:
j, k
|

&
8_, {, #’, j |Ti’ fj, k@ |
2 d!, (21)
where Ti’ f j, k@ (!)= fj, k@ (!&i’) and the integral is to be taken as a principal
value if the imaginary part of 8_, {, #’, j is singular at 0.
We are now ready to formulate the main lemma concerning the
diagonalization.
Lemma 3. Let f be as in the definition of I _, {, #’ ( f ). Then
I _, {, #’ ( f )=Q
_, {, #
’ ( f )+R
_, {, #
’ ( f ). (22)
Proof. First let f # L , even if the kernel of the I is in L1loc (R
2n). Then,
since I _, {, #’ ( f )=I
_+’2, {+’2, #
0 ( |x|
&’ f ) and since multiplying f by |x|&’
amounts to applying Ti’ to all f j, k@ ’s (Lemma 2 (ii)), we may assume that
’=0. Also, since I, Q, and R satisfy the same recursion formula (17), we
can let #=0. (For f # L , all occurring terms will be well defined.)
We introduce new variables by
x=esx$, y=ety$, p=t&s, &=x$ } y$.
Let K_, {, # ( p, &) be the kernel of I _, {, #0 in those variables (For later
reference, we keep # arbitrary for a while.) We may define functions K _, {, #j
by
|
S n&1
K( p, &) S j (x$) dx$=Kj ( p) S j ( y$), (23)
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where we omit writing out the parameters. Passing to the variables s and
t and using the orthogonality of the Sj, k ’s, we find
I _, {, #0 ( f )=:
j, k
(Kj V fj, k , f j, k), (24)
where ( , ) is the L2 (R1) scalar product.
We complete the proof only for n3. Then by the FunckHecke
theorem (see [1, vol. 2]),
Kj ( p)=Aj |
1
&1
K( p, &) C n2&1j (&)(1&&
2)(n&3)2 d&, (25)
where Aj=(4?)n2&1 1(n2&1) j !( j+n&3)! and C +j is a Gegenbauer
polynomial. For #=0, we have
K( p, &)=(1&2e&| p|&+e&2 | p| )&* (e&2_p/+ ( p)+e2{p/& ( p))
= :

}=0
C *} (&)(e
&(2_+}) p/+ ( p)+e(2{+}) p/& ( p)), (26)
where /+and /& are the characteristic functions of R+and R& respec-
tively.
For p{0, we are allowed to integrate termwise in (25). Doing so and
applying the formula
Aj |
1
&1
C *} (&) C
n2&1
j (&)(1&&
2) (n&3)2 d&
={|n&1a
*
j, m ,
0,
if }=2m+ j,
otherwise
(where j, }, m are non-negative integers, see formula 2.21.18.15 in vol. 2 of
[11]) we obtain
Kj ( p)= :

m=0
a*j, m (e
&(2_+2m+ j) p/+ ( p)+e(2{+2m+ j) p/& ( p)). (27)
The result now follows from (24) and the following handy consequence of
Parseval’s formula,
(K a+ V ,, ,)=(K
a
& V ,, ,)==, (ia) ,^(&ia)+
1
2? |

&
1
a+i!
|, (!)|2 d!,
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where K a+ ( p)=e
&ap/+ ( p), K a& ( p)=e
ap/& ( p), ==(1&sgn(a))2, and , is
a sufficiently good function. If a=0 the integral is understood as a prin-
cipal value. (This case follows by taking a limit, a  +0 or a  &0.)
Having completed the proof for all f # L , we assume now that the kernel
is locally in L1 and let f be merely in S. Let ‘= ( |x| )=‘( |x|=), where ‘ is
a smooth function that vanishes together with all its derivatives at 0 and
tend to 1 at . Then (22) holds with ‘= f in place of f and we only need
to see that both sides tend to the original expressions when =  0. For the
left side this is clear by the assumption on the kernel.
As for the R, we have in (21), with .= (t)=‘= (et),
Ti’ fj, k.=@ (!)=
1
2? |

&
f j, k@ (!&i’&\) .=@(\) d\,
in place of Ti’ f j, k@ (!). By Lemma 1, ’<n so Lemma 2 (i) implies that this
convolution tends uniformly to Ti’ f j, k@ (!) as =  0.
Similarly, Q_, {, #’ (‘= f )  Q
_, {, #
’ ( f ) because Lemma 1 together with
Lemma 4 below shows that the fj, k@ ’s in (20) only become addressed at
points above &in on the imaginary axis. K
Lemma 4. Q_, {, #’ ( f )=0 for all f if and only if
’+l+2 min(_, {)+min(1, 2s)>0.
If Q_, {, #’ does not vanish identically then the point
i(l+2 min(_, {)+min(1, 2s))
is the lowest one on the imaginary axis that assigns to a function f j, k@ in (20).
Proof. Let ’=0 and K, Kj be as in the proof of Lemma 3. It is clear
from that proof that Q=0 if and only if Kj ( p)  0, as | p|  , for all j.
Using the formulas
K_, {, l+s=(2&) l K _+l2, {+l2, s
=(2&) l (K_+l2+s, {+l2, 0+K_+l2, {+l2+s, 0&K_+l2, {+l2, 0)
and then (26) (which concerns only the case #=0), we obtain the
asymptotic formula
K_, {, # ( p, &)=(2&) l e&l | p| (e&2_p/+ ( p)+e2{p/& ( p))
_(e&2sp+2s&e&| p|+O(e&(2s+1) | p|+e&2 | p|)),
as | p|  .
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(We also substituted for the Gegenbauer polynomials, C *0 (&)=1 and
C *1 (&)&C
*&s
1 (&)=2s&.) Now we see from (23) that all K j ( p)  0 iff
K( p, &)  0 for all &, which in turn happens if and only if the condition in
the statement is satisfied.
Similarly, the second statement follows from the fact that e&+ | p|Kj ( p) 
0 for all j as | p|   if and only if +<’+l+2 min(_, {)+min(1, 2s). K
In the next lemma, we see that the values of 8_, {, #’, j can be ‘‘reached’’
through sequences of good functions.
Lemma 5. Let :k # R, k=1, 2, ..., k0 . For fixed j, ’ and !0 {0 there are
functions f= # L with |x|:k f= # L which are even or odd according whether
j is even or odd, such that
R_, {, #’ ( f=)  8
_, {, #
’, j (!0), (28)
R_, {, #’ (Re f=)  Re 8
_, {, #
’, j (!0), (29)
as 0<=  0.
Proof. Let S j be a real normalized surface harmonic function of degree
j. Omitting writing the index =, we shall take
f (x)=c |x|&n fj (log |x| ) S j (x$), (30)
for appropriately chosen fj and c(=)>0.
Put
gj@(!)=exp(&((!&!0+i’)2=)2).
Then gj corresponds via (30), with c=1, to the function
g(x)=
=
- ?
|x| i!0+’&n&=2 log |x| S j (x$).
Clearly g # L . Now put
h(!)= ‘
k0
k=1
(cosh(2?(!+i’))&cos(2?:k)).
Then fj@=h g j@ is a linear combination of functions of the type gj@, with
different !0 . Hence also f # L .
Since, on the real line, Ti’ f j@(!) concentrates to the point !=!0 , when
=  0 and since Ti’h(!0){0, we may choose c(=) so that (28) holds.
Similarly, (29) follows after noticing that conjugating f or 8_, {, #’, j (!0) only
amounts to changing the sign of !0 .
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Finally, the fact that h(!)=0 at points !=i(m&’\:k), m integer
implies that |x|&’\:k f # L thanks to Lemma 2 (iv). K
From Lemmas 3 and 5, formula (18), and the continuity of Re 8_, {, #’, j we
immediately obtain the following corollary which contains a large family of
inequalities.
Corollary 6. Let _+{+#+’<n2 be fixed parameters such that
Re 8_, {, #’, j >0. If _$+{$+#$_+{+# then
|Re(I _$, {$, #$’ ( f )&Q
_$, {$, #$
’ ( f ))|C Re(I
_, {, #
’ ( f )&Q
_, {, #
’ ( f )),
where the best constant is given by
C=sup |Re 8_$, {$, #$’, j (!)| (Re 8
_, {, #
’, j (!))
&1<
and where the supremum is taken over all ! # R, j=0, 1 if n=1 and j=0,
1, ... if n2.
If we include the appropriate :k ’s in the f= in Lemma 5, we see that the
constant is also best possible among the real functions in L & L for which
the Q vanishes on both sides of the inequality.
Let us now introduce the quadratic form that is dual to I _, {, #’ . We
remind the reader that *=_+{+#+’<n2 and #=l+s, where l # N and
0s1. For 0s<1, we define the expression
2l | (&2)_ {l u } ((&2){ {lu ) 1* dx, s=0
J _, {, #’ (u)={2lAs || (2y (&2)_ {l u) } (2y (&2){ {lu )| y| n+2s_1* dx dy, s{0,
where (2yv)(x)=v(x)&v(x& y), A&1s = (1&cos(x1)) |x|
&n&2s dx and
1* (x) is defined in the previous section. We shall only deal with the form
J in situations where the occurring integral or double-integral is absolutely
convergent.
Lemma 7. Let _, {, #0 and 0<_+{+#+’<n2. Then
I _, {, #’ ( f )=J
_, {, #
’ ( f ), (31)
for all f # S.
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Proof. If this has been proved for f # L , the case of f # S follows by
approximation. Namely if .= (x)=.(x=), where . # C 0 equals 1 in a
neighborhood of the origin, we have
I _, {, #’ ( f &.= f )=J
_, {, #
’ ( f &(2?)
&n .=@ V f )
and when =  0, each side converges to the corresponding side of (31). We
omit the details.
Now, let f # L and consider first #=0. This case follows from Parseval’s
formula, for instance if we regard the integration in x on the left as a Riesz
potential:
I _, {, 0’ ( f )=(2?)
n c* | (&2)*&n2 ( | y|2_ f ) | y| 2{ f dy=J _, {, 0’ ( f ).
Next, distributing the terms from (2x } y)l onto f (x) f ( y) we have
I _, {, l’ ( f )=2
l :
|:|=l
l !
: !
I _, {, 0’+l (x
:f ). (32)
For J the same formula holds, but with : in place of x:. Hence we are
done for #=1.
It is clear that if *>s then I _, {, #’ satisfies the recursion formula (17). To
see that the same is true for J, we apply the representation
v(&2)s w +w (&2)s v&(&2)s (vw )
=As |
(2y v)(2yw)
| y| n+2s
dy, 0<s<1,
for v, w # S (see Lemma 1 in [3]), together with the formula (&2)s 1*=
1*&s , which is valid in the sense of distributions.
Finally, the case 0<*s follows by analyticity in the parameter ’. K
Other instances of the identity (31) may be obtained by performing
analytic continuation in some of the parameters, with or without imposing
additional requirements on f.
4. THE WEIGHTED POSITIVITY PROPERTY OF (&2)*
We say that the operator (&2)*, 0<*<n2 is positive with weight 1*
provided there exist a c>0 with
| ((&2)u ) u1* dxc | ((&2)*2 u)2 1* dx, (33)
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for all real u # L & L . By Lemmas 7, 3, and 5, this is equivalent to
Re 8*, 0, 00, j (!)>0, for all j=0, 1, ..., and ! # R, where
8*, 0, 00, j (!)=
?n22*c*1(*+z) 1(z )
1(n2+z) 1(n2&*+z )
, z=
j+i!
2
.
The continuity of the real part of this function implies that (&2)* has the
positivity property for * in an open subset of (0, n2) and that (33) holds
with c=0 precisely for * in the closure of this subset. The main objective
of this section is to characterize these sets.
Since S0, 1 is a constant with modulus equal to 1- |n&1 and a*0, 0 we
find
Q*, 0, 00 ( f )=
|n&1
2
a*0, 0 | f0, 1@(0)|
2=
1
2
|S0, 1 () f (0)| 2=
1
2
u(0)2,
where u= f . The second step is an application of Lemma 2 (iii). Now
Corollary 6 shows that (33) implies
| ((&2)* u) u1* dx
1
2
u(0)2+c \ :
w*x
l=1
| |{lu|2 1 l dx
+||
|{k u(x)&{ku( y)|2
|x& y|n+2s
1k+s (x) dx dy+ , (34)
for all real u # S, where w*x is the integer part of *, 0<s<1, and k+s*.
The latter kind of inequality is what was needed in [3] to deduce that a
boundary point is regular if it satisfies the Wiener test.
Remark. Actually, (33) and (34) are equivalent. This follows for
example from the fact that 8\, \, #’, j >0 for 0<2\+#+’<n2. We omit the
details about this.
It turns out that the value Re 8*, 0, 00, 0 (0) plays the crucial role for the
positivity. Let us now find an expression for this value. Put
g(!)=
1(*+i!2) 1(1&i!2)
1(n2+i!2) 1(n2&*&i!2)
.
Then 8*, 0, 00, 0 (!)=i|n&1 g(!)!g(0) so
Re 8*, 0, 00, 0 (0)=|n&1 ig(0)
&1 lim
!  0
(g(!)& g(&!))2!=|n&1 ig$(0)g(0)
=2&1|n&1 f (n, *),
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where we introduce the function
f (n, *)=(n2)&(n2&*)&(*)+(1). (35)
We now state some properties of f (n, *).
Lemma 8. Let 0<*<n2. If n7 then f (n, *)>0.
If n8 then f (n, *) has exactly two zeros, *n and n2&*n . We have
f (n, *)>0 if and only if *  [*n , n2&*n].
The numbers *n satisfy 2>*n z1, as n  .
Proof. First notice that f (n, *)= f (n, n2&*). Differentiating the
expansion
f (n, *)= :

m=0 \
1
n2&*+m
&
1
n2+m
+
1
*+m
&
1
1+m+ , (36)
we find that the terms in f $* (n, *) are
(4*&n)(4m+n)
(n&2*+2m)2 (*+m)2
,
so for a fixed n, f (n, *) has its minimum when *=n4. Similarly,
f $n (n, *)<0. Now, the first statement follows from the fact that
f (7, 74)=25+4 ln 2&?>0.
For n8 we have
f (n, 2)=
10n&20&n2
(n&2)(n&4)
<0.
On the other hand,
lim
n  
f (n, *)=(1)&(*)
has the same sign as 1&*. The last statement follows. K
Theorem 9. Let 0<*<n2.
The inequality (33) holds with a positive c if and only if *  [*n , n2&*n].
If *=*n or *=n2&*n then the left integral in (33) is positive unless
u=0.
If * # (*n , n2&*n) then the left integral in (33) takes on negative values
for some u.
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Proof. Since * [ Re 8*, 0, 00, 0 (0) is negative in (*n , n2&*n) and positive
outside the closure of this set, the theorem will follow once we prove the
implication
Re 8*, 0, 00, 0 (0)0 O Re 8
*, 0, 0
0, j (!)>0, for !{0. (37)
First notice that 8*, 0, 00, j is a product of a positive function and a function
that is analytic in the variable z=( j+i!)2. Since by (18), Re 8*, 0, 00, j (!)>0
if |z| is large, the maximum principle shows that it suffices to prove (37)
for j=0.
The fact that 8n2&*, 0, 00, j 8
*, 0, 0
0, j >0 shows that (any side of) (37) is true
if and only if it is true with n2&* in place of *. We may therefore restrict
ourselves to * # [n4, n2). If *n2&1, then a*j, m0 and a
*
j, 0>0 in (14)
so the right side of (37) is true. If, on the other hand, *n4 and the left
side of (37) is true then it follows from Lemma 8 that *>n2&2.
In conclusion, we need only to prove the implication in the special case
* # (n2&2, n2&1) and j=0.
By first using (15) together with 1(z+1)=z1(z) and then (14), we find
8*, 0, 00, 0 (2!)=
*(n2&*&1)
(*+i!)(&i!)
8*+12, 12, 00, 1 (2!)= :

m=0
cmAm , (38)
where
cm=2&1|n&1*(n2&*&1)(*+2m+2) a*+11, m
and
Am=
1
(*+i!)(&i!)(*+2m+2) \
1
*+m+1+i!
+
1
m+1&i!+ .
For those values of * we consider, cm>0 (this is the reason for rewriting
the 8 in (38) before expanding it). If we put
bm =m2+(*+2) m+*+1&*2,
Bm (!)=|(*+i!)(*+m+1+i!)(m+1+i!)|&2,
we obtain after simplification
Re Am=(bm+!2) Bm (!).
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Now, fix !{0 and put q=Bm0 (!)Bm0 (0), where mo is the smallest
integer with bm00. We have
Re(8*, 0, 00, 0 (2!)&q8
*, 0, 0
0, 0 (0)) :

m=0
cmbm (Bm (!)&qBm (0)).
Since bm and Bm (!)Bm (0) grow as functions of m, and cm , Bm>0, all
terms (except one that vanishes) are positive. The proof is complete. K
Let us give an example of what may happen if u is replaced by {u in the
left side of (33). We know from Theorem 9 (and from [6]) that if n5
then
| (22u) u12 dx>0
for all real non-vanishing u # S if and only if n7. As a contrast:
Proposition 10. Let n5. Then
| 22{u } {u 12 dx>0
for all real non-vanishing u # S if and only if n13.
Proof. After some manipulation we find
82, 0, 1&1, j (!)=
80, 0, 01, j (!)
|n&1+ j+i!|2 | j&1+i!|2 (n&4)
A(n, j, !).
The factor in front of A(n, j, !) is positive and
A(n, j, !)=(n&3+ j&i!)(n&1+ j&i!)
_( j&1+i!)( j+1+i!)( j 2+nj+!2&3&2 j&4i!).
It can be shown that when !>0 and n grows from 4 to , the argument
of A(n, j, !) grows from 0 to a number that is less than ?. Besides,
A(14, 1, 5)=&5096+i130000, so if n14 the integral is negative for some u.
Now, it is sufficient to see that Re A(13, j, !)0. Calculating the real
part, we obtain
Re A(13, j, !)=!6+(3 j 2+33 j&34) !4
+(3 j 4+66 j 3+324 j 2&429 j+325) !2
+( j+12)( j+10)( j&1)( j 2+11 j&3).
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We easily see that for j1, Re A(13, j, !) grows with !2 from a non-
negative value. Finally,
Re A(13, 0, !)=(!2+1)(!4&35!2+360)>0.
The statement follows. K
Let us conclude this section by mentioning a possible extension of the
weighted positivity.
For real f =u # S and 0<*<n2, we have by Lemma 3 that
| (&2)* uu |x|2*&n dx
=
1
2c*
u(0)2+
1
2?
:
j, k
|

&
8*j (!) | f j, k@ (!)|
2 d!, (39)
where
8*j (!)=
n222*1(*+z) 1(z )
1(n2+z) 1(n2&*+z )
, z=
j+i!
2
(40)
and c&1* =2
2*?n21(*) 1(n2&*)&1. The identity extends analytically to all
*>0. (And also to negative * if we impose appropriate conditions on u.)
In [9], Maz’ya and Tashchian used the positivity of the left integral in
(39) for n=3 and *=2 to study the behavior of the gradient of the solu-
tion to the equation
22u= f # C 0 (0), 0/R
3
near a boundary point. (For n=3, *=2 it is easy to prove that Re 8*j 0.)
Now, (39) and (40) give the possibility to examine when this positivity
holds in a greater generality. However, we will not dwell upon this here.
5. A VARIANT OF THE WEIGHTED POSITIVITY
In this section we study the inequality
|
Rn
((&2)* u) {u } x |x|2*&n dx<0. u{0. (41)
It is known that the vertex of a conic domain is regular for those polyhar-
monic operators that satisfy this inequality. See the book [5] and also
Maz’ya and Plamenevskii [8] where it was first proved that the vertex of
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a cone is regular for 22 in any dimension. Of course, this kind of regularity
follows from the weighted positively when satisfied but (41) is true more
often than that.
Lemma 11. Let 0<*<n2 and f =u be real in S; then
| ((&2)* u) {u } x1* dx=
1
2?
:
j, k
|

&
i!8*, 0, 00, j (!) | f j, k@ (!)|
2 d!, (42)
where f is expanded as in (13).
Proof. Let J( , ) be the sesquilinear form corresponding to J. That is
4J(u, v)=J(u+v)&J(u&v)+iJ(u+iv)&iJ(u&iv).
Then the left integral equals
J *, 0, 00 (u, x } {u)=
1
2?
:
j, k
|

&
8*, 0, 00, j (!) f j, k@ g j, k@ d!,
where g^=x } {u and g is expanded in the same way as f. Now it only
remains to note the simple fact that gj, k@(!)=&i! fj, k@ (!).
Another way would be to use partial integration to obtain
J *, 0, 00 (u, x } {u)=*(J
*+1, 0, 0
0 (u)&J
*, 1, 0
0 (u)&J
*, 0, 0
0 (u))
and then apply the identity
*(8*+1, 0, 00, j &8
*, 1, 0
0, j &8
*, 0, 0
0, j )=i!8
*, 0, 0
0, j ,
which follows from 1(1+z)=z1(z). K
Theorem 12. If * # (0, n2)"(2, n2&2) then the inequality (41) holds
for all real u # S which do not vanish identically.
If =>0 and * # (2+=, n2&2&=), the inequality does not hold if n is
sufficiently large.
Proof. The first statement follows once we show that Im8*, 0, 00, j (!)>0
for those * and !>0. The proof of this is similar to the beginning of the
proof of Theorem 9. Writing
8*, 0, 00, j (!)=A
1(*+z) 1(n2&*+z)
1(n2+z) 1(z)
=AB,
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we have A>0 and by (11), the imaginary part of B tends to 0 when
|z|  . Due to the maximum principle we may consider only j=0. By the
symmetry around *=n4, let * # [n2&2, n2). When * # [n2&1, n2), both
the real and the imaginary part of 8*, 0, 00, j are positive as is seen in (14).
When * # [n2&2, n2&1), (38) shows that this function is a product of
two factors with positive real and imaginary parts. This proves the first
statement.
Now, let j=0, !=nt, where t>0. Then (11) implies that
B  (1&it)&*, as n  .
The range of the continuous angel function of this limit is (0, ?*2), so if
*>2 and n is large then 8*, 0, 00, 0 assumes values with negative imaginary
part.
Finally, we let *+1n4 and write
8*+1, 0, 00, 0 (!)=
2*(n&2*&2)+ y2+iy(n&4*&2)
2*(n&2*&2)
8*, 0, 00, 0 (!).
The argument of the first factor on the right is positive. Thus, moving * one
step closer to n4 we obtain complex numbers with even higher angle. The
last statement follows. K
Remark. We see in the proof of the theorem that a necessary and
sufficient condition for inequality (41) is
Im
1(*+iy) 1(n2&*+iy)
1(n2+iy) 1(iy)
0, y0.
However, here, in contrast to the situation in the previous section, it is
obviously not enough to check this condition for y near 0.
6. BEST CONSTANT IN THE WEIGHTED
HARDYRELLICH INEQUALITY
For clarity, we reintroduce a form J and corresponding functions 8
adopted to the situation in this section. Let :, ’ # R and define
J :’ (u)=| |(&2):2 u|2 |x|2(:+’)&n dx, (43)
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where u is a sufficiently good function. Let us assume u # S and addi-
tionally,
(&2):2 u # L , if :+’0,
u # L, if :&n or ’n but :  2N.
The integral will then be well defined. (It is known that for :> &n we have
(&2):2 u(x)=O(|x|&n&:), when |x|  , for any u # S.) Also define
8:’, j (!)=?
n22(:+’) } 1((:+’+ j+i!)2)1((n&:&’+ j+i!)2) }
2
. (44)
Notice that we have excluded the constant c* that was present in the
corresponding quantities in Section 3.
Lemma 13. Let f be defined by u= f . Then
J :’ (u)=
1
2?
:
j, k
|

&
8:’, j (!) | f j, k@ (!&i’)|
2 d!, (45)
where f is decomposed as in (13).
Proof. The case 0<:+’<n2, :>0 follows from Section 3. By
analytic continuation in parameters :, ’ we extend the identity to the
whole strip 0<:+’<n2. (During the analytic continuation, we may
rewrite expressions containing modulus according to writing g(w) g(w )
rather than | g(w)|2. For real w this is the same and if g(w) is analytic in
w then so is g(w ).)
Next, we notice that the singularity in 8:’, j (!) that occurs at !=0 when
:+’+ j # &2N cancels out by | fj, k@ (!&i’)|2 thanks to Lemma 2(iv), since in
this situation |x|: f # L by the assumption (&2):2 u # L . Hence the identity
extends analytically in the parameter ’ to cover the remaining cases. K
Lemma 14. (i) If ab12 or 0<ab then |1(a+iy)1(b+iy)| is a
decreasing function of | y|.
(ii) If a, b0 then 1(t) 1(t+a+b) 1(t+a)&1 1(t+b)&1 is a
decreasing function of t>0.
Proof. Applying log to the function in (i) and differentiating with
respect to y we obtain
Im((a+iy)&(b+iy))= y :

m=0 \
1
|m+b+iy| 2
&
1
|m+a+iy|2+ .
This has the same sign as &y so (i) is true.
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Similarly, applying log to the function in (ii) and differentiating with
respect to t, we get
&ab :

m=0
2t+a+b+2m
(t+m)(t+a+m)(t+b+m)(t+a+b+m)
which is less than or equal to 0. K
Lemma 15. Let a<b, n1 then the supremum of
}1(a+z) 1(n2&b+z)1(b+z) 1(n2&a+z) }, z # N2+iR,
is attained at z= j0 2 or z=( j0+1)2, where j0 is the smallest non-negative
integer with (n&4a)(n&4b)(n+2 j0)2.
Proof. It may be worth to first make a separate check of the case of the
supremum being equal to infinity. This happens precisely when a # &N2
or n2&b # &N2. One can show that the definition of j0 implies 0<
b+ j02 and if a # &N2 also a+ j0 20. This in turn gives |1(a+ j2)
1(b+ j2)|=, for either j= j0 or j= j0+1. The case b&n2 # N2
follows by symmetry.
We proceed now with the general case. Put z=( j+i!)2 and let us
denote the function in the statement by Aa, bn ( j, !). Our first object is to
show that the maximum is attained at !=0. Since
Aa, bn ( j, !)=A
a+ j2, b+ j2
n+2 j (0, !),
it suffices to show that
A(0, !)max(A(0, 0), A(1, 0)), (46)
where we as usual omit writing out the indices.
First, for the case 12bn2 as well as a0, b12, Lemma 14(i)
shows A(0, !)A(0, 0).
Next, let b12 and write
A= } sin ?(b+z)sin ?(a+z) } }
1(1&b&z) 1(n2&b+z)
1(1&a&z) 1(n2&a+z) }=BC.
Rewriting B according to
B( j, !)2=1+(&1) j
cos(2?a)&cos(2?b)
cosh(?!)&(&1) j cos(2?a)
,
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we see that it decreases when |!| grows either for j=0 or j=1, so (46)
holds with B in place of A.
Now, (46) follows from the inequalities
C(0, !)C(0, 0)C(1, 0).
Here, the first step is a consequence of Lemma 14(i). From (ii) in this
lemma we get that the second step follows from the case of n=1 which is
trivial.
Finally, the remaining case 0a follows from the already proved case
bn2 via the relation Aa, bn =A
n2&b, n2&a
n .
Let us now proceed to prove the statement about j0 . By 1(1+z)=z1(z),
we have A( j+2, 0)=q( j) A( j, 0), where
q( j)= } (2a+ j)(n&2b+ j)(2b+ j)(n&2a+ j) }.
The numerator minus the denominator of q2 equals
(n+2 j)(b&a)((n&4a)(n&4b)&(n+2 j)2),
so q( j)1 iff j j0 . It follows that the maximum of A( j, 0) must be
attained either at j= j0 or at j= j0+1. K
Theorem 16. Let :, ;, ’ # R where :; and :+’, n&;&’  &N.
Then
| |(&2):2 u|2 |x|2(:+’)&n dxC | |(&2);2 u|2 |x|2(;+’)&n dx,
for all u satisfying the requirements in the definition of both J :’ and J
;
’ .
In case n=1, put j0=0. Otherwise let j0 be the smallest non-negative
integer satisfying (n&2(:+’))(n&2(;+’))(n+2 j0)2. Then
C=22(:&;) max
j= j0, j0+1 \
1((:+’+ j)2) 1((n&;&’+ j)2)
1((;+’+ j)2) 1((n&:&’+ j)2)+
2
is the best constant.
Proof. By Lemma 13, the inequality holds with
C=sup 8:’, j (!)8
;
’, j (!),
where the sup is taken over ! # R and j=0, 1 for n=1, j=0, 1, ... for n>1.
The quotient equals 22(:&;) times the square of the expression in
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Lemma 15, with a=(:+;)2, b=(;+’)2 and z=( j+i!)2, so C is as in
the statement.
To see that this is the optimal C, fix j and !0 {0 and let u= f=@, where
f= is as in Lemma 5, with :1=: and :2=;. Then u= # L, (&2):2 u= # L
and
J #’ (u=)  8
#
’, j (!0), as =  0
both for #=: and for #=;. K
Remark. If the functions in the inequality are restricted to be of the
form u(x)=uj ( |x| ) Sj (x$), the best constant becomes
22(:&;) sup
! # R }
1((:+’+ j+i!)2) 1((n&;&’+ j+i!)2)
1((;+’+ j+i’)2) 1((n&:&’+ j+i!)2) }
2
.
Here the supremum need not in general be attained at the point !=0, con-
trary to the situation in the special case 2(;+’)&n=0 which was studied
in [12]. This is the fact that makes the proof of Lemma 15 a bit com-
plicated.
Let us give an example of when this happens. For the inequality
|

&
u2 |x| dxC |

&
((&2)12 u)2 |x|3 dx,
u real, even in S(R1) (47)
we have
C=sup
! # R }
1((1+i!)2) 1((&1+i!)2)
21(i!2) 1(1+i!2) }
2
=sup
! # R
tanh2 (?!2)
1+!2
r0.441.
The supremum is attained at !r\0.814.
For the class of odd functions u, the inequality in (47) does not hold
with any C<.
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